FAX Connect provides organizations with a cost effective solution to integrate existing fax machines to the Consolidated Communications Inc. (CCI) cloud-based fax solution. Because it’s an Analog Telephone Adapter, FAX Connect allows faxes to be sent and received while leveraging existing IT infrastructure and eliminating the cost and maintenance of fax telephone lines. FAX Connect harnesses the power of the web to provide a highly reliable and secure fax connection over Ethernet to an analog fax machine. This plug-and-play FAX Connect solution provides secure transport of fax data, simplifying the transition to IP-based infrastructure via a connection to your organization’s LAN.

**FAX Connect Product Features:**

- Easily connects your fax machines to CCI’s cloud-based fax solution
- Two ports to support multiple fax machines
- Real-time fax streaming between the FAX Connect and CCI’s Fax Connector server
- Reliable and secure HTTPS connections
- Plug-and-play configuration
- Never busy in-bound faxing
- Works with most analog fax machines
- Up and running in minutes